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President’s Report
The season just completed has been a challenge in several ways.. The National Carnival due to be
played in Perth was rescheduled and played in Newcastle as grounds in Perth were unavailable
for the particular dates. We were very pleased and most grateful to the Newcastle team led
by Christian Hernandez and Brenton Hart, who set to and organised a very successful event.
Excellent grounds, good hotel, a delightful ‘Welcome’ BBQ venue overlooking the ocean and the
beach, plus an outstanding ‘Guest’ speaker for the final night dinner.
The fact that Western Australia and Industry were not able to participate meant there were four teams playing.
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Each was scheduled to play each of the four days, quite a
challenge to some of the players. However due to a severe storm on the second last night, play was washed out on the last
day. As Victoria had won their three games, including a convincing win against News South Wales, they were declared the
National Champions for the 2015 – 2016 season.
The Trophy presentation dinner held on the last night was a great occasion with former Australia Test player Doug Walters as
the speaker. Doug with his colourful recollections from his past cricket life more than delighted the many who attended. Doug
concluded the night showing his ability with a pack of cards. As a result nobody was prepared to play poker against him
The auction of a framed ‘Walters’ memorabilia print was sold for a rather unexpected large amount. Well done to a
generous Victorian team member, generally known as Paul Wickham.
The other games Blues v The Golds, and Pharmacy v Dentistry were played with success for the Blues for the 9th successive
time and a win for Pharmacy v Dentistry.
Pharmacy Cricket again awarded the two Scholarships for $2500 each, which has been the case in each of the past seasons.
Applications were sought from across the pharmacy schools in Australia. It is always a problem to let the students know the
scholarships are available as students do not always take notice of the promotional material that is produced and distributed.
Below are the two students who were successful, both female and for the first time from the Universities of Tasmania and Canberra.
Greg Hodgson
June 2016

Scholarship winners 2015 – 2016
Both applications were outstanding, especially their answer to the question asking for their view of the Future of Pharmacy
and how they see themselves being able to contribute. Both received $2500 towards the cost of their studies. The
scholarships are provided with the generous support of our sponsors (see back cover).

LISA BREMNER - A third year student
from the University of Tasmania

ALICIA MARTIN - A first year student
from the University of Canberra
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National Cricket Carnival

Newcastle January 2016
South Australia defeats New South Wales

South Australia - Captain Jason Harvey

Having lost to NSW in the final match last season the South Australian team had their revenge with victory in a dramatic
last wicket stand.
NSW batting first started well with Matthew Perry 40 and Nathan Blackmore 30 giving their team a good start. However
with 3 ducks the runs dried up. Christian Hernandez with 16 and Will Clayton remaining not out with 27 helped NSW to be
all out for 134.
Michael Broadbent with 2 for 11 and Matt Gillespie 2 for 24 were the best of the South Australia bowlers.
South Australia started slowly losing their first wicket on the 6th over to be 1 for 11, then 2 for 33, 3 for 34, until Paul John
came to the wicket and remained not out with 58. Irfan Hashmi joined in with 19. Then a batting collapse 3 ducks with the
other remaining batsman scoring 2, 5 & 2 respectively. Taking the score to 9 for 102. NSW seemed sure of victory. Not so,
enter number 11 Mick Vlatko an import from Broken Hill. Mick remaining 17 not out with Paul John 58 not our took the
score for SA to 9 for 136, giving the Red Backs a well-deserved win.
For NSW Christian Hernandez took 3 for 19 and Nick Bennie 3 fir 22. ‘Man of the Match was awarded to Paul John.

The Toss
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SA Captain Jason Harvey is congratulated by Greg Hodgson

National Cricket Carnival
Newcastle January 2016
Victoria the National Champions

Victoria National Champions 2015/16 - Captain Paul Wickham

The 9th National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival played in Newcastle in January 2016 gave Victoria the right to claim to be the
National Champions for 2015 – 2016.
With three victories, firstly over South Australia in a close match Victoria 8 for 100 (Simon Delia 41 not out), South Australia
98. Against Queensland in the second match Victoria 6 for 179 (Ben Richardson 42 not out & Divesh Sanghvi 32) won easily
to dismiss Queensland for 9 for 146. ‘Man of the Match’ was Ben Richardson
The in final game v New South Wales , Victoria had the ‘cockroaches’ 3 for 12 to go on and dismiss NSW for 109. Victorian
captain Paul Wickham with an innings that the Australian opening bat David Warner would have been proud to own,
retired on 41 (three sixers) and with Jeff Gallagher 38 not out, had an opening stand of 93 with Ben Richardson 20, to
conclude the match at 2 for 122. Paul Wickham being ‘Man of the Match’
The final night dinner with former Australia Test player Doug Walters as ‘Guest’ speaker was a wonderful evening with
Walters telling stories of his cricketing life concluding the night with some extraordinary card tricks.
Melbourne will be the city to host the 10th National Carnival in January 2017.

Batting Lynn Oval

The Toss v NSW - Marg Robinson & other umpire

Paul Wickham at the dinner
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National Cricket Carnival

Newcastle January 2016
Queensland defeats South Australia in a very close match

Queensland Team - Captain Jeff Wasley

Waratah Oval was in splendid condition after rain and South Australia decided to bat. The day started in a disastrous way
for South Australia losing their first wicket in the first over. 1 for O, then 2 for 7 and 3 for 7, then 4 for 33. Peter Halstead
with 20 and Matt Gillespie with 28 pulled the side into a better shape. Bob O’Shannassy and Irfan Hashmi also contributed
helping the ‘Red Backs’ to be all out for 106.
Bowling for Queensland Dominic Hudson took 3 for 6 and Tom Adams 2 for 12 and Jens Christensen 2 for 24.
Queensland lost their first wicket in the 2nd over to be 1 for 8. Tom Adams with 32 and Bernard Wheeler with 18 moved the
score along, however after Adams was dismissed wickets fell quickly and Dominic Hudson was the only other batsman to
score double figures. The last two batsmen Anthony Allan 5 and Steve Thomson 6, both remaining not out ,enabled their
team to win by one run . Queensland 9 for 107.
For South Australia Matt Gillespie took 3 for 17 and Mick Vlatko 2 for 7.
‘Man of the Match’ with good batting and taking wickets was Tom Adams.

Jason Harvey, one Umpire, Jeff Wasley &
‘Man of the Mach’ Paul John
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Harvey & Wasley

Looks like 4 runs. Well played

National Cricket Carnival

Newcastle January 2016
New South Wales defeats Queensland

New South Wales Team

Lynn Oval Stockton was the venue for this match. Situated overlooking the magnificent expanse of the beach with the
blue Pacific Ocean, was a delightful way for the NSW team to play their first match. A cloudless hot day, cooled by the sea
breeze made conditions excellent.
New South Wales played Queensland, as part of the 9th National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival. Batting first Queensland
was dismissed for 83. Nathan Blackmore taking 4 for 16 and Steve Thompson 2 for 13. Jens Christensen top scored for
Queensland with 29.
NSW in reply lost their first wicket in the first over to be one for 0, The second wicket at the score of 22, then 3 for 28, 4 for 30
until Sydney University students Will Clayton and Matthew Perry stemmed the tide, both scoring 15, fellow student Ben Weick
with five 4’s, scoring 29 enabled NSW to finish with 7 for 84. Jens Christensen took the bowling honours for Queensland
with 4 for 14, supported by Dominic Hudson with 2 for 11.
NSW player and Novocastrian Nathan Blackmore despite scoring a ‘Duck’ was named ‘Man of the Match’ with two excellent
caught and bowled, taking 4 for 16 off his 6 overs.
One of the umpires was Queenslander and good friend, Pharmacy lecturer Assoc. Professor Margaret Robinson.

The Toss - Anthony BouAntoun & Jeff Wasley

NSW captain Anthony BouAntoun is congratulated by Jack Symonds
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Blues vs Golds

Shore School Grounds Northbridge
Sunday 11 October 2015

Golds & Blues - Shore School Grounds Northbridge

The Blues win for the ninth consecutive time
Pharmacy Cricket commenced the season with the traditional match Blues v Golds which
was first played in 2000 at Bradman Oval Bowral. The trophy is the ‘Wilkinson Cup’ donated by
pharmacy luminary Warwick Wilkinson.
In a low scoring match the Golds were dismissed in 28 overs for 59. Christian Hernandez and
Michael Kidd top scoring both with 13. Tim McLachlan and Ben Weick both took 3 wickets.
There were no excuses for the Golds . The wicket was good, and the day clear, perhaps lack of
match practice.
The Blues started losing their first wicket in the first over leaving Ben Weick to score 22 to
join with Binh Luu with 12 plus Andrew McLachlan with 18 placed the Blues in a good
position. However with two more ducks there was a glimmer of hope. Not so, the Blues
scored the runs to finish at 6 for 62. Jack McVey took the bowling honours with 4 for 16 off
his 7 overs. Of the six wickets to fall, five were clean bowled.
The match noted the McLachlan clan were well represented by Andrew, sons Tim & Nic plus uncle Aiden. The ‘Man of the
Match’ was awarded to Ben Weick with his 22 and 3 for 7.
Peter O’Reilly presented the match trophy to Blues Captain Anthony BouAntoun to conclude a pleasant day at this
excellent ground.

The captains Toss
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Final score board

Trophy presentation

Pharmacists vs Dentists

Shore School Grounds Northbridge
Sunday 22 November 2015

Pharmacy & Dentistry Teams

An overcast and generally cool day greeted the two teams of Health Care Professionals - a somewhat welcomed relief from the
horrible conditions of the preceding few days.
At the toss, Dentists skipper Jack Obaid called “heads” correctly and then pondered for a while before deciding to bowl. Pharmacy
captain Anthony BouAntoun not too sure if he was upset with losing the toss, appreciating having the decision made for him.
The Pharmacy openers made a steady start, doing well to keep out the probing Dentistry opening bowlers. Michael Kidd and
Mark Sheppard kept the scoreboard ticking until the eighth over when Steven Goh was able to slip one through Kidd’s defenses.
Pharmacy 1 for 24. In at first drop, debutant Ekjot Kalra facing a grand total of 2 balls; also bowled by S Goh for a duck.
Next in, fellow debutant and 2nd Year Pharmacy Student Matthew Perry. Perry and Sheppard combined excellently, able to
turn over the strike and find the boundary rope regularly. Despite the odd aerial chance, the partnership blossomed with both
batsmen retiring at the obligatory 50 runs - Mark Sheppard 50 not out and Matthew Perry 55 not out.
This put Pharmacy in a great position with wickets in hand towards the end of the innings. Danny Huynh (28) was well supported by
the middle and lower order as Pharmacy set about increasing the scoring rate. A clutter of lusty blows of both bat on ball and ball on
wickets meant that Pharmacy reached 7 for 199 from their 40 overs – with 6 of the batsmen out bowled!
Miles Somers was the pick of the Dentistry bowlers with 4 for 39. He was aptly supported by S Goh who picked up 2 for 31.
Chasing 200 to win was always going to take a great effort by the Dentistry batsmen, but that’s exactly how the openers started.
Jack Obaid and Angelo Gialussi got off to a fantastic start with both batsmen keeping the fancied Pharmacy opening bowlers at
bay. Dentistry captain Jack Obaid eventually falling in the seventh over for 8 runs.
Wayne Mitchell, in at first drop, combined well with Gialussi with boundaries coming thick and fast. The partnership quickly
passed 20 runs with Pharmacy virtually powerless in stopping the flow of boundaries. Pharmacy Captain BouAntoun sensed the
urgency of the situation and called for a lift in the field. And that’s exactly what the team delivered, with Sylvester Sein swooping
on a push to extra cover and delivering what can only be described as a wild fling to the keeper’s end.
Gialussi must have considered himself in no danger, seeing the ball sail high and wide over the stumps. But somehow, the keeper,
BouAntoun, was able to leap into the air and complete a backhanded flick at the stumps - all in the one motion - to have Gialussi
stranded well short of the crease. Dentistry reduced to 2 for 47.
From that point on, wickets fell at regular intervals. Sylvester Sein (4 for 19) and David “The Sheak of Tweak” Sidgreaves doing the
damage (3 for 22) for Pharmacy. For the Tooth Doctors, only Steven Goh (35) showed any real resistance dispatching Sidgreaves
to all parts of the boundary, taking 17 off one over! Goh eventually fell LBW to a great spell of bowling by Peter Mikhail (1 for 27).
Dentists all out for 117 runs in the 26th over. A great win to the drug dealers!
All in all, it was a game played in great spirit with all enjoying a wonderful day’s play. The two umpires decided that Man of the
Match honours should go to Steven Goh with some great bowling and lusty lower order hitting.
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10th National Cricket Carnival
Melbourne January 10th – 13th 2017

PRELIMINARY NOTICE
Hotel
Amora Riverbank Melbourne - Rooms booked and deposit paid.
Grounds
Xavier College, Yarraville CC, St Joseph’s Geelong, Como Park & St Barnabas’
CC (all requested, to be confirmed).
Trophy Dinner Venue
The Long Room at the MCG - NOW confirmed.
Guest speaker
A past Australia Test Captain & Victorian Player (name withheld until
availability confirmed).
Welcome BBQ
Tuesday 10thJan 2017 at the home of Mr & Mrs Tony Nunan in Hawthorn East.
We anticipate six teams to play: QLD, NSW, VIC, SA, WA, Tas or Industry.
Please spread the message to ensure we have six teams playing with full team
numbers. Encourage students to play as they pay substantially reduced fees.

This Carnival has been described as potentially
the best Pharmacy Cricket has organised.
(We acknowledge the assistance of Michael Nunan, Geoff & Glenis Ponsford & Brian & Judy Booth)

Victoria - National Champions 2015 – 2016.
Who will be the Champions for 2016 – 2017?
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Carnival Moments

A good cover drive

Paul Wickham and Nicky Benning from AMNEAL

Bob O’Shannassy and Doug Walters

The Victorians with the “Shield’

Doug Walters

Christian Hernandez

Jens Christian - ‘Player of the Carnival’

South Australia at the dinner with ladies

Brian Booth, Michael Broadbent & Doug Walters

Happy South Australians they beat NSW
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